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a b s t r a c t

As an underlying support technology, blockchain is a shared ledger systemand a computational paradigm,
which is decentralized, and it is highly compatible with the distributed economic system. The distributed
scheduling model of agricultural business resources based on the public service platform is a compre-
hensive solution to the current situation of agricultural industry which is ’’scattered, small, disorderly
and weak’’, and plays an important role in integrating decentralized resource and making on-demand
scheduling. Aiming at some key problems in the current Chinese public service platform, this paper
proposes a public blockchain of agricultural supply chain system based on double chain architecture,
mainly studying the dual chain structure and its storage mode, resource rent-seeking and matching
mechanism and consensus algorithm. The results show that the chain of agricultural supply chain based
on double chain structure can take into account the openness and security of transaction information
and the privacy of enterprise information, can self-adaptively complete rent-seeking and matching of
resources, and greatly enhance the credibility of the public service platform and the overall efficiency of
the system.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Agricultural supply chain is a complex system which responsi-
ble for the circulation of agricultural products in themarket. As the
carrier of the circulation of agricultural products, agricultural com-
mercial resources are important guarantee to meet the demand of
agricultural products and to maintain their quality and safety. At
present, there are more than 230,000 agricultural business enter-
prises in China, most of which are small and medium-sized enter-
prises. Agricultural commercial resources could be characterized
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as dispersion significantly. Driven by interests, agricultural busi-
ness resources have high coverage rates in developed regions, and
the resource investment is obviously surplus. However, the cover-
age rate in remote and underdeveloped regions is extremely low,
and agricultural business enterprises can hardly spontaneously
meet the demands for agricultural products in remote and under-
developed regions, showing extrusive social contradictions.

With the rapid development of computer technology and dis-
tributed computing, public service platform with the targets of
‘‘centralized management of decentralized resources and decen-
tralized service of centralized resources’’ has become the key
to solve the contradiction between the demand and supply of
agricultural business resources. Public service platform is a non-
profit network system based on the third party, which can directly
provide high quality and cheap standardization service to the
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resource demand side in the point-to-point form through virtual
aggregation and scheduling of decentralized agricultural business
resources. The general process is: Firstly, the supply and demand
parties of agricultural business resources provide their information
to the public service platform, including ID, resource demand and
supply quantity, resource types and rent-seeking conditions. Sec-
ondly, the public service platform implements virtual integration
of various decentralized agricultural business resources through
various cloud-based technologies [1,2], encapsulates these re-
sources [3], and forms standardized service [4] to realize the
‘‘centralized management of decentralized resources’’ [3]. Thirdly,
the public service platform implements dynamic rent-seeking and
matching to the demand and supply of agricultural business re-
sources, [5] and realizes the ‘‘decentralized service of centralized
resources’’ [6]. The public service platform is open to both supply
and demand parties in the whole process of resource allocation,
and can also provide ‘‘user-centered’’ pushpublic service [7],which
substantially reduces complexity of specific resourcemanagement
for the resource supply and demand parties, and provides a wide,
personalized and regular resource use environment for both par-
ties [8]. Obviously, the public service platformbreaks the tight cou-
pling relationship between softmanagement and hard resources in
practice, removes the subordinate relationship between resources
and their owners, standardizes the contents and price of resource
services, changes the single service mapping relationship between
the supply and demand sides in the traditional resource man-
agement mode, and coordinates the operation of resources at all
levels and links. To sum up, it is a comprehensive solution that
can optimize the allocation of decentralized resources at themacro
level [9–11].

Although the above literature has thoroughly studied on the
public service platform and its scheduling model, there are still
some key issues to be resolved.

(1) Adaptive Rent-seeking and matching between resources
supply and demand sides

The public service platform is a distributed system. The supply
and demand of the public service platform are decentralized and
scheduled according to the characteristics of agricultural business
resources such as dispersity, magnanimity, randomness, common-
weal and heterogeneity. At present, the public service platform
has not established the adaptive rent-seeking andmatchingmech-
anism of resources, and the utilization ratio of the agricultural
business resources and the overall benefit of the system are not
ideal. This can not only increase the transaction cost, but alsomake
resource demand and supply parties withdraw from the strategy
choice behavior of the public service platform.

(2) Security and transparency of transaction information and
privacy of user information

On the one hand, the public service platform should ensure the
security and openness of transaction information. On the other
hand, the privacy of user information should be guaranteed. The
existing public service platform does not have a mature and reli-
able information security mechanism, which cannot guarantee the
security and transparency of rent-seeking and transaction, or the
privacy of user information. This is likely to cause unauthorized
access to and tampering with information on public service plat-
forms, illegal misuse or misappropriation of the right to allocate
and use resources, and the risk of deferred payment.

(3) Platform credibility
Public service platform is a decentralized intermediary organi-

zation without the leading or direct participation of government
departments, and it is difficult to establish its credibility. This may
lead to the risks of illegal operation of public service platform,
false publication of information about demand and supply of agri-
cultural commercial resources and malicious breach of contract,
which will undoubtedly harm the interests of the public service

platform participants. Therefore, establishing the credibility of
public service platform through technology rather than power is
the key to set up the distributed scheduling and management
model of agricultural commercial resources based onpublic service
platform.

In order to solve the above problems, this paper proposes a
dual-chain agricultural business resource public block chain, and
introduces it to the public service platform to provide the running
environment and technical support for the public service platform.
The block chain can provide distributed rent-seeking andmatching
mechanism for decentralized public service platform. According to
the requirements of different types of information on the public
platform, it can provide security guarantee mechanism for the
public platform, so as to greatly improve the utilization rate of
agricultural business resources, the credibility of the public service
platform and the overall efficiency of the system.

2. Methodology

2.1. Concept and data structure of block chain

Block chain is a distributed accounting system implemented
by computer technology [12], such as multi-node collective main-
tenance, point-to-point transmission, encryption algorithm and
consensus mechanism, namely, a distributed database. It has the
characteristics of high reliability, data integrity, decentralization
and distrust. Without endorsement of the third party, it can real-
ize the transmission and transaction of information between any
nodes.

Block chain has a chained data structure, each of which consists
of two parts: ① Block head, including the Hash value of the forward
block (the hash value is composed of the block head, the block body
and the random number), which is used to link the forward block
and provide the users with the functions of information query,
tracking and validating; ② Block body, containing the main infor-
mation of the block, such as the time, position, quantity, amount
and rule of the transaction. The data structure of the block chain is
shown in Fig. 1.

This chained data structure of the block chain allows each block
to store the information of the forward block and place its own
information on the head of the subsequent block. Asymmetric key
systems and intelligent contracts ensure that malicious attacks
cannot tamper with information [13], which guarantees the au-
thenticity and completeness of the data in the block chain. There-
fore, block chain is not only a distributed shared ledger system, but
also a programmable infrastructure and computing paradigm [14].
Such characteristics make block chain highly applicable to eco-
nomic systems characterized by decentralization, decentralized
resources, adaptive supply and demand matching and automatic
transaction execution.

2.2. Application of block chain in agricultural supply chain

(1) Adaptive rent-seeking and matching between supply and
demand of resources

All nodes in the block chain write their information and trans-
action rules in the block and broadcast to the whole network.
Each resource supply node automatically searches the appropriate
demandnode according to the latest information in the block. Once
a transaction is completed, there is a point-to-point data inter-
operability between nodes. Therefore, the efficiency of transac-
tion conclusion, execution and completion is high. This solves the
problem of low efficiency of small volume agricultural commercial
enterprises participating in real-time wholesale market and im-
proves the limited controllable resources and resource schedulable
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Fig. 1. Data structure of block chain.

of single user and reduces the risk of uncertainty caused by sin-
gle user’s policy selective behavior. In the meantime, block chain
allows the demand node to write the selective incentive system
into the transaction rules and guides the transaction in a given
direction, thus forming a selective preference for the more remote
and underdeveloped regions. This has great practical significance
for the realization of the commonweal attribute of agricultural
business resources.

(2) Decentralized collective maintenance and consensus mech-
anisms

Traditional accounting system is centralized management.
Once the centralized nodes are ‘‘disloyal’’ or unexpected events
occur, the whole system will be incredible. There is no centralized
node in the block chain, and all nodes participate in the operation
and maintenance of the system.

This means that each node contains the same account book
information, which requires a consensus mechanism to ensure
data consistency. Block chain encrypt data in the chain through
elliptic curve cryptography. A tiny change on any node can be
easily detected and quickly corrected. As a result, all nodes reach
a consensus on security, authenticity, validity, integrity, tamper-
proof and traceability of in decentralized systems with highly
decentralized decision-making power. Block chain technology can
not only provide strong robust data security for the public service
platform with a large amount of decentralized agricultural com-
mercial resources, but also offer a highly compatible application
environment for the public service platform with the characteris-
tics of decentralization.

(3) Intelligent contract
Intelligent contract endows the transaction parties with the

corresponding rights and obligations, and manages and controls
the execution of the transactions in the block chain [15]. Intelligent
contract codes the rules and logic of transactions into contract
codes, which can be applied to all kinds of programmed rule situa-
tions. Intelligent contract is protected by the encryption algorithm,
and the data have high authenticity and integrity. In other words,
once the demand and supply of resources match successfully on
public service platforms, intelligent contract will implement the
automatic execution of transaction without artificial intervention
and the third party regulation. Thewhole process of the transaction
will be recorded, and the recordwill not be tampered. It can be seen
that intelligent contract can not only guarantee the authenticity,
reliability and compulsion of transaction records, but also provide
evidence for the execution of transactions, which greatly enhance
the credibility of public service platform.

3. Design of public block chain in agricultural system with
double chain structure

Criteria one is the influence of business in the industry. Supply
chain is a synergistic coalition, so it needs a leading core enterprise.
In addition, the core enterprises have certain influence and mo-
tivation in the industry, so that the supply chain is continuously
developed and extended. For affiliates, they will join in this chain
when the supply chain is profitable. Otherwise, they will invest
their resources in other more profitable supply chains.

Criteria two ismarket share of products. The level of products in
the market share can reflect the scale of development of an enter-
prise in the industry. High market share will generate great appeal
to suppliers and sellers. As a supplier, they hope to find a company
with high market share and strength as their partner. A powerful
enterprise can influence the market behavior of consumers and
take the initiative in the market competition. At the same time,
large market share can get more orders, thereby expanding the
scale of supplier benefits [15].

Criteria three is business reputation. In the process of seeking
partners, economic factors and business reputation are the main
factors. In general, the size of the supplier is small. If the money
cannot be obtained in time, the normal production activities of
suppliers will be affected. This effect may become a chain reaction,
thus affecting the survival of the supply chain.

Criteria four is business ideas and management concepts. Core
enterprises should focus on long-term interests. In addition, they
should give top priority to establishing long-term relationships
with suppliers, thereby sharing risks and sharing benefits.Whether
the supply chain can coordinate operation is closely related to the
mutual trust and cooperation among enterprises [16,17]. If we do
not cooperatewell with people and even take a hostile attitude, we
will lose trust andwewill not be able to promote the development
of our supply chain partnership. The core enterprises have greater
discourse power and control power. They are not only the core
force that the supply chain can maintain, but also the makers and
executors of the ‘‘game’’ rules in the supply chain.

3.1. Design of double chain structure and its storage mechanism

Block chain can be classified into public chain and private chain
according to the recording rights of nodes. Every node on public
chain has equal read–write access permission and can realize
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complete decentralization. However, due to the huge amount of
data, the consensus and transaction speed is low, and the users’
information privacy cannot be protected. There are quite a few cen-
tralized nodes with read–write access permission in private chain.
Because there are fewer record nodes, the speed of consensus and
transaction is faster. However, the unequal status of all nodes goes
against the idea of decentralization of the block chain.

In order to realize the adaptive rent-seeking and matching of
resources, public service platform requires that the nodes must
be equal and can interoperate with each other. Therefore, as the
application basis of the public service platform, agricultural busi-
ness resource block chain must adopt the public chain structure.
Considering that public block chain cannot protect the privacy of
enterprise information, this paper designs a public block chain of
agricultural business resources based on ‘‘user information chain’’
and ‘‘transaction chain’’. ‘‘User information chain’’ is used to record
and store the user information of the agricultural business enter-
prises in the public service platform, and ‘‘transaction chain’’ is
used to record and store all transaction data. The overall structure
is shown in Fig. 2.

There are three benefits of adopting a double chain structure in
agricultural business resource public block chain. Firstly, any nodes
in the chain can view the resources on the public service platform
without knowing the private information of the enterprise, which
not only guarantees the authenticity, integrity and non-tampering
of transaction data, but also ensures the privacy of user informa-
tion. Secondly, diverting enterprise information and transaction
data can reduce the redundant amount of information recorded by
nodes and improve the throughput rate and consensus speed of
the system to a certain extent. Thirdly, business expansion can be
easily implemented between platforms and platforms, platforms
and financial institutions.

Public block chain of agricultural business resources is designed
with double chain structure, and the contents or function of each
chain is not the same, leading to different storage types and data
structures.

User information chain mainly guarantees the authenticity, in-
tegrity and privacy of the personal information of the participants,
which can be stored through Merkle Tree structure. Merkle Tree is
a generalization of Hash List with simple structure and error de-
tection function. Its unique Hash value can meet the requirements
of user information chain for data security.

Transaction chain guarantees the authenticity, integrity and
openness of the transaction process, as well as the authenticity,
integrity, openness, traceability, accessibility and extensibility of
the transaction results. Therefore, transaction process data are
recorded and stored through Merkle Tree structure in this paper.
The Merkle Patricia Tree structure is essentially an encrypted au-
thentication data structure that can be used to store all (key, value)
pairs. In addition to ensuring the authenticity and integrity of the
transaction results, it is easy to query and trace the trading results
through the key value, and also reserves environmentally friendly
interfaces for future business chain extensions.

3.2. Design of resource adaptive rent-seeking and matching mecha-
nism

Suppose there are a resource demand DU set and a resource
supply Su set on a public service platform. The transaction process
of DU and Su based on dual-chain agricultural commercial resource
public block chain is shown in Fig. 3:

The adaptive rent-seeking and matching process of the agricul-
tural commercial resource block chain is designed as follows

Step 1. Initialization of public block chain of agricultural busi-
ness resources, as shown in Formula (1), where BN is a block chain
after initialization, DU is a set of resource requirement units, SU is

a set of resource supply units, DU and SU constitute a set of nodes
on BN. BNinf o, BNtran are user information sub chain and transaction
sub chain. CA is consensus method, and IC is intelligent contract.
T = {ti ∈ DU × SU} is Descartes set of resource transaction.

BN = (DU, SU, BNinf o, BNtransaction, CA, IC, T ) (1)

Step 2. Public service platform generates its own public and
private keys, see Formula (2).

BNpublic = Hash
(
BNprivate

)
(2)

Step 3. dui and suj are arbitrary resource demand points and
supply points in DU and SU. In order to participate in the transac-
tion, dui and suj need to generate their own key pairs and addresses
for encryption and transmission of subsequent information, as
shown in formulas (3)–(6).

dui.public = Hash
(
dui.public

)
(3)

Addressdui = Hash
(
dui.public

)
(4)

suj.public = Hash
(
suj.public

)
(5)

Addresssuj = Hash
(
suj.public

)
(6)

Step 4. dui and suj broadcast their messages on public service
platforms, see Formulas (7) and (8), where Message.dui is a re-
source requirement initiated by dui, and Edui is amessage broadcast
by dui on a public service platform. The parameters in Edui are:
identity of dui, resource demand amount, geographical location,
response time and incentive selection weight, etc. Message.suj is
themessage that suj broadcasts on the public service platform. The
parameters in Esuj are the identity of suj resource supply, resource
price, resource type, geographical location, response time and
weight set of each parameter. All nodes monitor the information
of other nodes on the network and generate the distance matrix
−→
D according to the location provided by other nodes.

Message.dui =
(
Edui (IDdui , ri, di, ti, ci)

dui.public
 Addressdui) (7)

Message.suj =
(
Esuj (IDsuj , sj, pj, gj, dj, tj,W )

suj.public
 Addresssuj)

(8)

Step 5. According to the information provided by each suj, the
system implements adaptive rent-seeking andmatching for all idu,
and synthetically weighs various factors to generate the intelligent
contractwith theminimumtotal equity value, as shown in Formula
(9), where

∑n
i=1PjQC

−→
D TCW is the resource price which is the sum

of the final supply, distance, final response time and the product
of the corresponding weights. The intelligent contract is encrypted
with the private key of the public service platform.

IC = min

(
n∑

i=1

pj,Qc,Dij, Tc,W

)
BNprivate

(9)

Step 6. According to intelligent contract, the suj that serves
the dui first looks for the public key of dui on the Addressdui , and
compares it with dui.public provided by dui to verify the identity of
dui. If the identity is confirmed, suj returns the message Prespondsuj
to the dui, as shown in formula (10). This message is encrypted
with the public key of dui Cij is the specific content of the resource
provided by dui, and Sign.suj is a digital signature encrypted with
the private key of suj

Prespondsuj =

(
Cij(IDdui , IDsuj ,Qc, pj, gj, dij, tj,W )

×

sign.sujsuj.private

 Addresssuj)dui.public (10)

Step 7. After receiving the message, dui first decrypts the mes-
sage with its own private key and learns that the message is
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Fig. 2. Double chain structure of agricultural business resource block chain.

Fig. 3. Transaction process of agricultural business resource block chain.

feedback from suj. The public key of suj is found by the Addresssuj
provided by suj. The digital signature of suj is decrypted and the
identity of suj is confirmed. Secondly, Nversion is the serial number
of the transaction and Ntime is the time when the transaction is

concluded. Once the transaction is successful, the public service
platform will broadcast the contract information to all nodes and
update the information in the block chain to complete a new round
of consensus. Therefore, contract scripts require a common digital
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signature of three parties, namely, dui, suj and the public service
platform.

Script =
[
Nversion ∥Ntime∥ Sign.duiSign.suj.Sign.BN(Cij)

]
(11)

Step 8. After the supply and demand transaction of agricultural
business resources is completed, each resource supply node suj
carries out the actual logistics distribution of agricultural products
to the demand node dui according to the contract. In the mean-
time, Block chain and actual agricultural business resource logistics
network continuously interact with each other to record, confirm,
review andmonitor transactions and ensure smooth and complete
transaction [16]. In this process, the information of transaction
process and transaction result will be recorded in the block chain,
and instantly agreed and updated in all nodes.

Step 9. If dui and suj default in the transaction process, public
service platform can penalize them by agreement. If dui defaults,
Formula (12) shows the punishment for dui in money and cred-
ibility, where M is the resource reward that dui needs to pay in
this transaction. C is the current credit of dui. Wn is the weight
coefficient of dui default clause, and it can be set as different values
according to different default cases. The information is encrypted
and broadcast by the private key of the public service platform.

Punish.dui = [(M ∥C )Wn]BNprivate
(12)

3.3. Design of consensus algorithm

There is no centralized accounting mechanism in block chain.
Therefore, establishment of block chain and data updating and
storage require the ‘‘consistency process’’ of all nodes by using
consensus algorithm. Consensus algorithm is the core technology
of block chain and an important guarantee for establishing credi-
bility of block chain. Because of the large number of participating
nodes, the low availability, and huge information amount, public
block chain generally adopts consensus algorithms such as proof
of workload (PoW), proof of stake (PoS) and DPoS.

The idea of PoS consensus algorithm is to replace the Hash
rate based on SHA256 with proof of stake. That is, the recording
right of the block is obtained by the node with the highest right
in the block chain. Compared with PoW that requires a great deal
of computational power, PoS requires only a small amount of com-
puting time and ability to ensure the normal operation of the block
chain [17]. The consensus speed of the public block chain is slow. In
the process of scheduling the agricultural business resources, the
selective incentive weight should be used to guide the agricultural
business resources to flow to the remote and underdeveloped
areas so as to realize the commonweal attribute of agricultural
business resources. Therefore, this paper proposes a consensus
algorithmwhich is more concise andmore suitable for agricultural
business resource block chain consideringweight based on the PoS
consensus algorithm.

Its algorithm pseudocode is as follows:

(1) Begin
(2) transaction X (ID, request, t)

/*Node X generates a new transaction and requires up-
date. t is the timestamp to ensure that the request is made
only once. */

(3) listen by every node
/*All nodes remain listening*/

(4) broadcast by every node (ID, R)
/*Each node broadcasts its message to the entire net-

work*/
(5) Weight=comp(Ri,Wi) for every node

/*Each node calculates the equity value of all nodes ac-
cording to the pre-agreed weight. */

Table 1
Demand nodes and demand amount.

Unit Demand amount Response speed Selective incentive weight

du1 740 <=0.8 0.2
du2 270 <=0.7 1.0

(6) primary =Max (Weight);
/*Select the accounting node according to the highest

equity value. */
(7) block=comp(X) by primary;

/*The accounting node calculates the block value of node
X*/

(8) MS=broadcast block by primary;
(9) if MS is received

/*If the node receives the messages*/
(10) No.=count(MS);

/*Record the number of messages received by the node*/
(11) if the No. >=N for any node

/*If any node receives more than Nmessages, N is related
to the fault tolerance of the system. */

(12) then updating for every node (X, block);
/*All nodes update the new block value of node X*/

(13) else give up;
/*Otherwise, give up the update. */

(14) End

4. Numerical simulation

4.1. Parameter description

In order to verify the applicability and superiority of block-chain
technology in agricultural business resource scheduling based on
public service platform, two experimental schemes are designed in
this paper, and the corresponding scheduling simulation model is
constructed by using Matlab. Finally, the experimental results are
analyzed and discussed.

The following assumptions and explanations are made to the
simulation model:

(1) There is a set of agricultural business resource demand
nodes, and the parameters are as shown in Table 1. A set of agri-
cultural business resources supply nodes exist, and the specific pa-
rameters are shown in Table 2. The parameter weights are shown
in Table 3, and the weights of agricultural business resource types
are shown in Table 4.

(2) All resource types are reachable for demand points.
(3) The weights of all parameters are normalized.
(4) In order to highlight the typicality of the research object, one

of the two demand nodes in Table 1 is set in the central city and the
other in the remote area.

(5) All nodes are on BN, and the rent-seeking, matching and
transaction between the supply and demand of agricultural com-
mercial resources are completed according to the rules and algo-
rithms of BN.

4.2. Simulation experiments

Experiment 1 calculates the results of adaptive rent-seeking
and matching between the supply and demand nodes of agricul-
tural business resources through the block chain technology in Ta-
bles 1 and 2, which aims to verify the feasibility and applicability of
block chain technology for decentralized resource scheduling and
management. The simulation results of Experiment 1 are shown in
Table 4.
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Table 2
Supply nodes and supply amount.

Unit Supply amount Supply price Response speed Resource type Distance
du1

Distance
du2

su1 10000 2.3 0.9 Cold chain special train 1300 180
su2 200 5.5 0.6 Box-type cold chain truck with multiple temperature zones 1800 240
su3 300 4.6 0.7 Box-type cold chain truck with a single temperature zone 1200 80
su4 1150 6.5 0.8 Dumping trailers + cold chain container 1900 120
su5 70 5.3 0.8 Box-type cold chain truck with multiple temperature zones 1100 340
su6 100 15.8 0.5 Cold chain aeronautical dedicated line 1700 550
su7 400 2.5 0.7 Common van + cold chain container 900 680
su8 300 4.2 0.7 Box-type cold chain truck with a single temperature zone 2100 350
su9 60 5.2 0.6 Box-type cold chain truck with a single temperature zone 1900 200
su10 80 6.1 0.8 Dumping trailers + cold chain container 1500 400

In experiment, under the premise of specific resource supply,
the average optimal costs of the demand node based on the tradi-
tional resource scheduling mode and the block chain technology
scheduling are calculated so as to verify the superiority of dis-
tributed resource scheduling in system cost through block chain
technology.

The traditional resource scheduling model does not set the
weights of the parameters. In order to make the cost compara-
ble in different scheduling modes, experiment 2 only considers
node demand, supply quantity, supply price, location of supply
and demand node and final trading volume, while the weights
of parameters are not considered. The resource supply node and
the supply quantity are extracted from Table 2. The scale of the
demand nodes is gradually expanded from 1 to 10, and the de-
mand amount is obtained through a random function in [1,500].
According to the idea of set covering model in [18], the formula for
calculating the equity cost of demandnode based on the traditional
model is shown in formulas (13)–(16). Formula (13) indicates that
the optimal average cost of the demand nodes is the average value
of the minimum cumulative sum of price, distance between the
supply and demand nodes, and the product of the demand amount
andweight. Formula (14)means that each demand node is covered
by at least 1 and at most 3 supply nodes (see Fig. 4).

min
n∑

i=1

(
Pj, dij,QC

)
/n (13)

s.t.1 ≤

∑
j

cijdui ≤ 3 ∀j ∈ J (14)

dui = 1 ∀i ∈ I (15)

cij =

{
1, if suj cover dui
0 if suj notcover dui

(16)

4.3. Analysis and discussion of experimental results

(1) According to the results of experiment 1, under the premise
of only 10 resource supply nodes, there are 6 resource supply nodes
that meet the requirements of du1, and only one resource supply
node that meets the requirements of du2. Only three of the seven
selected resource supply nodes are small supply points with the
supply amount of less than 100 (There are only four small resource
supply nodes in themodel). This fully shows that block chain tech-
nology can allow decentralized agricultural commercial sources to
achieve adaptive rent-seeking and matching. Resource scheduling
is only related to the ability of the resource and transaction rules,
and independent from the information held by the resource owner,
so that more small scale agricultural commercial resources can
enter into the market and fairly participate in transaction. This is

Table 3
Weights of parameters.

Parameter attribute Weight reference value

Amount 0.5

Price 0.2

Distance

0.5(dij ≤ 100)
0.6(100 < dij ≤ 300)
0.7(300 < dij ≤ 500)
0.8(dij > 500)

Response speed 0.6
Resource type 0.7

essentially different from the traditionalmodeof resource schedul-
ing and management.

(2) Setting up selective incentive weights on the resource de-
mand side aims to encourage the spontaneous flow of agricultural
commercial resources to remote and underdeveloped areas and to
realize the commonweal nature of agricultural business resources.
According to calculation, the overage order of 10 resource supply
nodes to the demand nodes du1 and du2 in experiment 1 is: su3
(du2)- su7 (du1) -su9 (du2)- su2 (du2) -su3 (du1) -su8 (du2) -su5 (du1)
-su10 (du1)- su9 (du1) -su8 (du1) -su2 (du1) -su10 (du2) -su7(du2) -su4
(du1) -su6 (du1) -su6 (du2). According to this order, the two demand
nodes with different geographical positions have no obvious order
when they are covered by the supply nodes, which is in line
with the established goal of the system. Several experiments have
proved that selective excitation weight is strongly related to the
three parameters of node size, distancematrix and response speed.

(3) According to the result of Experiment 2, under the premise
of fixed resource supply, the average cost of demand nodes based
on traditional resource scheduling mode is significantly increased
and the cost growth rate is also significantly enlarged with the
increase of demand nodes. This is because: Firstly, there are in-
formation barriers in the traditional resource scheduling mode
and the transaction cost is high. Although the transaction between
resource supply and demand has occasionally and randomness, it
is relatively fixed, and the resource debris rate is high. Secondly,
driven by the benefits, the superior resources will satisfy the nodes
with lower demands first. Demand nodes with higher costs in
remote and underdeveloped regions are often covered by more
inferior sources, thus increasing the average cost of demand nodes.
However, resource information is transparent under block chain
technology, and a demand node can be covered simultaneously by
several supply nodes. The supply node has very few ‘‘fragmented
resources’’, and the transaction costs can be negligible. As a result,
the average cost and growth rate of the demand node are obviously
lower than the traditional model. The cost advantage is more
obvious in the environment of massive resources.

5. Conclusion

Under the background of ‘‘Internet+’’ and distributed comput-
ing, the characteristics and scheduling mode of agricultural busi-
ness resources have experienced substantial changes. In view of
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Fig. 4. Average optimal cost of demand nodes in different modes.

Table 4
Weight of resource type.

Resource type Weight reference value

Cold chain special train 0.4
Box-type cold chain truck with multiple temperature zones 0.7
Box-type cold chain truck with a single temperature zone 0.6
Dumping trailers + cold chain container 0.5
Cold chain aeronautical dedicated line 0.8
Common van + cold chain container 0.9

the key technical problems in the distributedmodulationmodel of
agricultural business resources based on public service platform,
this paper proposed a agricultural business resource block chain
with double-chain structure. The research results show that the
agricultural business resource block chain based on double-chain
structure can provide adaptive rent-seeking and matching mech-
anism for public service platform. It can not only guarantee the
transparency and security of transaction information and privacy
of enterprise information, but also significantly improve the credi-
bility of the public service platform and the overall efficiency of the
system. Therefore, it is the core technology support and friendly
application environment of public service platform.

There are several points that need to be further studied: Firstly,
there are a huge amount nodes and resources on public service
platform, which raise requirements for the speed and efficiency
of consensus algorithm. Although the consensus algorithm based
on PoS designed in this paper considers the weight of parameters,
it should be further improved in terms of speed and efficiency.
Secondly, the simulation experiment environment designed in
this paper is relatively ideal, and fails to consider many practical
situations, such as carbon emissions and depreciation of refriger-
ation vehicles. Thirdly, selective incentive mechanism is the key
to realize the public welfare attribute of agricultural business re-
sources. How to set up the implementation object, rule, method
and intensity of selective incentive strategy without triggering the
strategic choice behavior of enterprises needs to be further studied.
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